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The beam pass through Porro prisms systems made of glass with the linear heterogeneity of the refracting 
index is considered. The exit beam is an astigmatic one and that fact impairs the resolution power of the prisms. 
It is important for the optical devices of higher accuracy.

Some reflecting prisms made of the glass 
with a constant gradient of refractive index 
operate as cylindrical lenses. It has been 
described previously to that [1] and in par
ticular it was showed that singly as well as 
doubly reflecting rectangular prisms have their 
astigmatic foci in the (x, t/)-plane (Fig. 1 and 2). 
The focal lengths are determined by the follo
wing equations:

fxr Q r, ’ (1)
and

(2)j  _
1̂ 2 (Gu+G„)

for Fig. 1 and 2 respectively. G and Gv are
components of the gradient G of refractive
index on the uv plane. In the same figures one 
can see the positions of the foci depending on 
the directional angle γ of the Gur component. 
In the present paper the focusing of Porro 
prisms systems is under consideration.
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Beam Pass through 
the First Porro Prisms System

The focal lengths of the first Porro prisms 
systems are calculated in an x, y, z coordinate 
system (Fig. 3). The light beam is focused

in the (x, y)-plane by the components Gu2, Gv2, 
of the second prism and in the (y, z)- 
plane by Gul, Gvl of the first. The focal lengths
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in the (x, y) and 
the expressions:

(y, s)-planes are given by

/ at =
1

ν'2 (Gl(2—(-β„2)
( 3 )

and

frz 1
1

( 4 )
"̂ 2 (Gm +  Gu)

It is to notice, that the minus sign in (4) is 
caused, by the actual position of the second 
prism with respect to the first one. The ast
igmatic foci of the first Porro prisms system 
have in general the form of two segments of 
straight line perpendicular to each other. It can 
be seen in the Fig. 4.

Fig. 4

Beam Pass through of the Second 
Porro Prisms System

In the case of the second Porro prisms system 
the light beam is focused by a constant gradient 
of refractive index of one, two or all three 
component prisms. Namely, as it can be seen 
in the Fig. 5 the second (II) prism focuses in the

(x, i/)-plane, while the first (I) and third (III) 
focuse in the (x, i/)-plane together. The 
focusing in the (x, y)-plane is caused by one 
rectangular doubly reflecting prism only, hence

the focal length (see Eq. (2) and Fig. 2) is 

given by

/.v. -  - 1---------- (·>)

The reciprocal focal length of the whole 
system in the remaining plane can be calculated 
approximately as a sum of the corresponding 
reciprocals of the first and the second prisms.

1 1 1  
frz .fivz fuivz

(6 )

After substituting the denominators of (6) 
by (1) we obtain

.  —  ^ H l  +  ^ r l  +  ^ t l S + ^ r t ·  ( < )
J yz

The influence of the thicknesses of the prisms 
is neglected here. The positions of the astigmatic 
foci of a light beam after passing through 
a second system of Porro prisms is given in 
the Fig. 6 as an example.

In our previous paper [1[ we have accurately 
calculated the lateral shifts of the foci of a few 
reflecting prisms in the x and z directions. 
In this case, however, their values in comparison 
with the axial astigmatism may be practically 
neglected.

Conclusions

Assuming the value of the gradient of refrac
tive index in all component prisms to be 
103 cm -1, and the same signs of focal lengths 
of these prisms in one of the three coordinate 
planes, we obtain the following values of the 
focal lengths:

fxr  =  350 m , 

frz =  350 m
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for the first Porro prism system, and 

fxv  =  350 m , 

fvz =  250 m .

for the second.
The existence of axial astigmatism caused 

by prisms with a constant gradient of refractive 
index was observed in the case of a Dove 
prism and also previously described [1]. Now, it 
is interesting if so small a value of the gradient 
10 5 cm-1 may affect the resolution power 
of the prisms. To verify that, a model of a singly 
reflecting rectangular prism with a focal length 
equal to 300 m has been made. Its resolution 
power was checked by means of collimator and 
telescope with a focal lengths of 50 cm. It 
appeares, that the straight lines of the test were 
spread along the main section of the prism.

BjIHHHHe JIHHeHHOH Iieo/Uiopo/UIOCTH CTeKfla Ha 
oirnmecKHii nynoK, npoxogmuHii CKB03b cHcreMM 

ΠρΗ3Μ Πορρο

B CTaibe npe/icTaBJieHO BJWSHHe jiHHefiKoft onTHHecKoft 
HeoflHopoflHOCTH noKa3aTejiH npejioMJieHHH onTHHecicoro CTe- 
Kjra Ha acTHrMaTH3M Ηβκοτορ«χ oTpaxcaioiiiHx chctom npn3M. 
3 to noKa3aHO Ha npHMepax πρΗ3Μ Πορρο nepeoro η BToporo 
pona. Πγποκ jiynefi nocjie Bbixoaa H3 CHCTeMbi πρκ3Μ Πορρο 
co6HpaeTca b HByx B3aHMHO-nepneHHHKyjiHpHbix πηηηηχ. 
3 to HBjieHHe eeaeT κ iiohhxcchhio pa3peuiaioiiieit οποοοΘηοοτη 
ΠρΗ3Μ.
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ERRATA

P a g e Line Instead of Read

56 3 f r o m  th e  b o t t o m (®,2/)-plane (*,«)-plaue
60 5-7 from the top Tlie error of measurement Δη was The error of measurement Δη was

estimated statistically. It turned estimated statistically. It turned
out ihat Δη <  ±0 .1  (relative error out that Δη <  ±0 .1  (relative error
Δη/η approx 4.5%). Δη/η approx 4.5%).
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